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ASHLEY PRESTE/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Last Thursday marked the inauguration of the new Husky Stadium. 4,021 students, family and members of the St. Cloud and greater
community gathered to watch the the first home game in the new stomping grounds.The Huskies defeat Minnesota Crookston 49-14.
The recreational center connected to the stadium is slated for a Dec. 1 completion.
Lesley Christianson
NEWS EDITOR

The Husky football team gave
4,021 fans something to smile
about last Thursday, when they
defeated Minnesota-Crookston 4914.
However, the joy wasn’t just
from the win. Most fans were
more happy to celebrate their first
football game in the newly constructed Husky Stadium.
The $9.7 million multi-purpose
stadium with a seasonal dome was
combined with a $6 million recreational center project that students
voted in favor of bonding in 2001.
W. Gohman Construction
worked to complete construction
of the stadium over the past year.
Before kickoff, fans enjoyed
themselves at the tailgating party
located just south of the Hockey
Center. The pre-game festivities
offered massage booths, Husky
gear, burgers, hotdogs and live

music from the local band Fred
Savage and the Unbeatables.
SCSU football cheerleader
Lindsay Kopecky said she and her
team enjoy practicing in the new
stadium and she couldn’t think of
one thing she would miss about
Selke Field.
“I hope since it (Husky
Stadium) is on campus more people will come. Having more fans
will be a better environment to
cheer in,” Kopecky said.
She believes the players
expressed just as much enthusiasm
about their new stomping grounds.
One of the stadium’s new aesthetic appeals is being able to view
the Mississippi River from the top
of the bleachers.
Another benefit of the facility is
the new astrograss which is used in
many professional stadiums
around the nation. It feels and
looks more like natural grass.
Kopecky said she thinks it’s

also more pleasing to the eye than
the brown and dying grass of nostalgic Selke.
Season ticket holder Dawn
Lembeke came to see her nephew,
quarterback Jon Quesnel from
Eagan, Minn., play in the stadium
opener.
“The stadium is beautiful,”
Lembeke said. “Hopefully it brings
in more fans, and I think it will. I
think it will be a big draw.”
Jim McCarville said he came to
see the best-named Husky football
player on the team: his son, a right
guard, Jim McCarville from Iola
Wisc.
McCarville said he always
comes to see his son play. He is
fond of Selke Field, but isn’t sad
about the change in venues.
“Jim played there (in Selke) for
three years. We got a lot of good
memories there,” McCarville said.
“They’ve been promising this
thing since the 50s as a recruiting

tool, so it’s nice to see it come
together. It feels like a fulfillment
of the promise.”
McCarville repeated the widely
held hope of the new stadium in
bringing in larger crowds to Husky
football games.
“I think a big part of the stadium possibly bringing in more fans
is it being close to campus like
this,” he said.
The stadium was completed on
time and the recreational center,
which will be connected to the stadium as well as Halenbeck Hall, is
slated to be completed by Dec. 1.
The center will include a rock
climbing wall, a large, state-of-theart fitness center (which will
include a cardio theater to entertain
those working out), an outing center for kayaking and backpacking,
a martial arts center, an information center, a wellness center and
an assessment area.
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Campus & State
Bank held up with garden tool

Tuesday morning a robber held up a Security Federal Bank with a
rusty pitchfork and took an undisclosed amount of cash.
The man, who was wearing a mask and sunglasses, dropped the 4foot garden tool and escaped through a wooded area and then through
a golf course behind the bank. Bloodhounds tracked the man to a fast
food parking lot where he got into a white van driven by a woman.
There were no injuries during the holdup.

Bust occurs in Renville County

In Olivia, Minn, police seized two pounds of methamphetamine, a
pound of cocaine, seven pounds of marijuana, several handguns and
$25,000 cash. Authorities are calling it one of the biggest drug busts
Renville county has seen.
After a three-month investigation, five men were arrested. Two of the
men sold a half pound of methamphetamine to undercover officers.

Woman found dead in quarry

A 38-year old woman was found floating dead in a quarry between
Little Falls and Pierz. The autopsy results indicated the woman died
from foul play.
Authorities have few details on exactly how the Burnsville woman
died. However, they have reason to believe it was homicide.
The woman was found Monday at about 4 p.m. Authorities were not
able to determine exactly how long the body had been there.
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Nation & World

Space capsule crashes in Utah
The Genesis space capsule crashed Wednesday in Utah after its
parachute failed to deploy.
The six-year, $26 million project had hopes of giving scientists
potential clues to the origin and evolution of the solar system. At
first, NASA was not sure if the cosmic samples the space capsule
was carrying were destroyed. Before launching the capsule, NASA
was concerned the fragile disks that held the atoms would break even
if the capsule landed with a parachute.
A stunt crew with retrieval helicopters attempted to catch the capsule’s parachute with a hook as it spun through the atmosphere.
Camera images showed the capsule tumbling instead and the refrigerator-sized capsule was driven halfway underground. NASA engineers fear the explosives for the parachute may still be ready to fire,
keeping clean-up crews away.

Floods and landslides kill in China
At least 143 people died in southwestern China Tuesday after floods
and landslides. Thousands of navy and army personal and other rescue
workers have been working in Sichuan to recover dozens of missing
persons, distribute emergency supplies and rescue people trapped in
muddy waters.
Surrounding streets not affected by flooding were covered in debris
and buildings were turned to rubble. The floods left over 3000 people
homeless.

Random Quote

“Sex has become one of the most discussed subjects of modern
times. The Victorians pretended it did not exist; the moderns pretend
that nothing else exists.” - Fulton John Sheen
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Calendar of

Events

TODAY
■ Campus rec fun day
Come see what Campus Rec
has to offer and sign up for
events. Atwood Mall 10 a.m.
■ Campus cookout
Eastman Hall 4 p.m. free
■ “Troy”
Movie in Atwood Memorial
Center 8 p.m. Free. Runs until
Sunday.
■ Johnny Holm Band
8 p.m. in Atwood Ballroom.
Check out an entertaining performer.

FRIDAY
■ Incubus tickets on sale
Tickets go on sale at 9 a.m. at
the Atwood Center Information
Desk. Two tickets per student
ID.
■ Metro Bus Scavenger Hunt
Barden Park Bus Stop 12 p.m.
to 5 p.m. Get familiar with the
free metro bus service and at
the same time receive coupons
and other promotional offers.
■ Slednecks 7
A film about the world’s best
sled athletes. 7 p.m. Performing
Arts Center.
■ Hypnotist Jim Wand
7:30 p.m. Stewart Hall Ritche
Auditorium. Student participation is wanted.
■ Bingo Night
10 p.m. Atwood Ballroom. Free

MONDAY
■ Sorority recruitment
Atwood Memorial Center
Brickyard 4:45 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Week-long event where you can
meet the sorority women .

TUESDAY
■ New Transfer Student
Picnic
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Mitchell Hall Backyard. Free.
Rain Location: Atwood
Ballroom

News
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Student gov’t leads change
Adam Hammer
MANAGING EDITOR

It’s a new school year and with it
comes a new faces in student government. This time the new administration hopes things will be different.
A new office and new leadership
will be accompanied by a proactive
point-of-view and a transparent platform said student government
President Hal Kimball and Vice
President Bianca Rhodes.
“We’re going to be out proactive,”
Kimball said. “We’re not going to
wait for students to walk in our door
and tell us, ‘Hey, we’ve got a problem here.’”
Kimball said he and other student
government representatives will be
out on campus, classrooms and in the
residence halls gathering information
on what the students feel needs their
attention.
“We’re going to be where students are and we’re going to be talking to them, engaging them and we’re
going to make sure that they know
their opinions matter,” Kimball said.
“We’re not going to hide a lot of
things,” Kimball added. “Our egos
aren’t going to get in the way.”
If someone comes to the student
government with a better idea, they
will be heard, he said. Rhodes agrees.
“The solutions, I don’t care if
they’re mine. I don’t think Bianca
cares if they’re her’s. We just care
that they work,” Kimball said.
The administration hopes to

restore the student voice, which the
members of student government
believe is critical during a time of
legislative change that is effecting
many college students.
“We have a fight on our hands in
the legislature this year, make no mistake about it,” Kimball said.
Increasing tuition, declining class
availability, increasing class sizes and
cuts vital to student services are
among many of their concerns.
They said it will also be easier to
keep up on student government happenings this year.
Rhodes, a mass communications
major, intends to keep the attention of
KVSC and hopes to get meetings or
interviews with representatives aired
on UTVS. Watch for weekly updates
in the University Chronicle as well.
“We’re going to be out there,”
Rhodes said. “We really are for the
students and we want them to feel
welcome.”
There have also been changes
made to MSUSA, which they hope
help ease tension.
“It’s not your daddy’s MSUSA
anymore,” Kambill said.
Kimball suggested to stop by the
student government office at Atwood
138 for information about available
positions with the association or to
voice an opinion.
“Always feel free to come in,”
Rhodes said.
The first student government
meeting is scheduled for Sept. 16.

ADAM HAMMER/MANAGING EDITOR

Student government President Hal Kimball was on Mainstreet
Wednesday afternoon meeting students new and old.

Move-in Day spurs police action
Police enforcement increased
in the Southside neighborhood
during Move-in weekend while
incoming and returning students moved into campus locations. Labor Day, however, drew
the largest police presence,
especially in the college neighborhood bordering SCSU.
Officers’ main targets were
alcohol and alcohol related violations. Grant money was used
to pay for additional officers
who traveled on foot, bike and
in various vehicles. To warn students about the increased
enforcement, several landlords
distributed warnings to their
tenants. SCSU also sponsored
and delivered pamphlets about
how to have a safe and responsible party and informed it
would also be enforcing the
SCSU student code of conduct.
Still, violations and arrests
occurred throughout the neighborhood.
ADAM HAMMER/MANAGING EDITOR
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Volunteer fair recruits aid
Ashley Preste
ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

It is that time of year again; time
for the Volunteer Connections
Volunteer Fair.
In the past, the bi-annual event
has occurred on its own. This year,
the Volunteer Fair took place 11-3
p.m. Wednesday on the Atwood
Mall, in conjunction with Mainstreet.
“We are really excited about it
(being a part of Mainstreet),”said
Volunteer Connections coordinator
Laura Merrill. “Between five and six
thousand people walk through
Mainstreet each year, so this is a
great opportunity for the fair.”
Over 40 non-profit organizations
came to be a part of the action this
year.
“This is the biggest number
we’ve had,” Merrill said. “The fair
has really taken off in the past couple
of years.”
Among the non-profit organizations involved in the fair this year
were Kids Against Hunger,
Paramount Arts District, St. Cloud
Area School District 742, Anna
Marie’s Shelter, the American Red
Cross and Big Brothers/Big Sisters,
Merrill said.
“Volunteering is a reciprocal relationship,” Merrill said. “It is not just
getting involved with the community; you get a lot out of it. You get
leadership experience, you get
involved in something that you are
passionate about. You feel a new
level of interaction and more a part
of the community.”
Changes are being made to the
Volunteer Connections program this
year as well.

ASHLEY PRESTE/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Volunteer Connections hosted the bi-annual Volunteer Fair in conjunction with Mainstreet yesterday. Non-profit organizations from the
area set up booths to help students become better involved in their community.
“We have hired a full time
AmeriCorps member as the service
learning coordinator who will work

with faculty to incorporate service
learning into the curriculum,” Merrill
said. “Volunteer Connections actual-

ly has a designated spot in the course
booklet so you can intentionally sign
up for it. It is really exciting.”

To find out more about Volunteer
Connections, contact Laura Merrill
at (320) 308-5693.

Hurricane Frances renders millions powerless
Mike Gimignani
INDEPENDENT FLORIDA ALLIGATOR (U.
FLORIDA)

(U-WIRE) SARASOTA, FLA.As Frances, downgraded Sunday
from a hurricane to a tropical storm,
pounded the Florida peninsula, it
left indelible marks on area residents still picking up the pieces left
by Hurricane Charley.
About 3 million Floridians were
left without power as a result of
winds that downed trees, limbs and
power lines throughout the state.
Florida officials said Tuesday
that power wouldn’t fully be
restored for about a week, and they
told residents to avoid traveling so
supplies of fuel and food could be
shipped to hard-hit areas.
“The people need to be behind
the supplies, or else there are going

to be some waits,” Lt. Gov. Toni
Jennings said.
Florida Chief Financial Officer
Tom Gallagher estimated Frances’
insured damage Tuesday at a range
of approximately $2 billion to $4
billion.
The Sarasota campus of the New
College of Florida was roped off in
advance of the weekend storm, but
students and tourists hopped the
fence to catch a glimpse of the 6foot waves licking at the school’s
boat dock. Heavy traffic congestion
could be seen at Anna Maria Island,
where so many cars lined the streets
that ambulances had trouble getting
through.
Power lines became potentially
fatal to those daring to cross floodwaters that built up from more than
13 inches of rain in some places.
Down the street from New

College, volunteers with the
American Red Cross awaited further instructions at the Hilton
Garden Inn on Tamiami Trail,
which lost power around 3 a.m. on
Monday.
Most of the volunteers were
headed to the East Coast but sat
waiting without telephone access
Monday morning in the hotel’s
lobby.
“We don't have much more
information than anyone else does
right now,” volunteer Donna
Johnson said.
Across the state, people encountered the same strange and sobering
realities.
Passenger flight operations at
Orlando International Airport
ceased at noon Friday.
Passengers on the last departing
flights filed past signs that read,

“Pardon our appearance as we work
to recover from Hurricane
Charley.”
The storm caused flooding in
parts of Tampa, Fla., forcing police
to patrol streets with two amphibious vehicles and close about one
mile of a typically busy street. More
than 100 residents of a retirement
home were evacuated in wheelchairs as floodwaters sloshed
against their feet.
“I’m not scared,” said Heather
Downs, who moved into the home
two weeks ago after her apartment
was damaged badly by Hurricane
Charley. “I’ve been through a lot.”
About 1,500 people gathered at
a Wal-Mart in Palm Beach County,
while hundreds of people in Fort
Pierce stood in line with buckets
and ice chests on a steamy afternoon.

“This has been a long haul,” said
64-year-old Judy Duffy of Fort
Pierce, who searched with her husband for ice and water but drove
away with an empty cooler. “It’s
tested my patience. I’m not a nice
person today. I haven’t had my coffee.”
In Miami, South Beach business
tried to return to normal Monday
night.
While Frances headed out of
Florida, residents kept a wary eye
on Ivan, the fifth hurricane of the
year, which was projected to reach
Cuba by Saturday on its likely path
toward Florida.
Gavin Baker, an Alligator contributing writer in Orlando, Fla.,
and The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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Students get involved on Mainstreet

SCSU students and organizations connect during the
first week of classes on the Atwood Mall
Mainstreet 2004 took
place from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. yesterday on the
Atwood Mall. Throughout
the day, students met
with representatives from
a variety of different companies and student organizations to find out more
information
and
to
become more involved
on campus as well as in
the community.

Third-year student Amanda Riley encourages students to spin the
wheel in support of Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship. Chi Alpha consists of a variety of diverse students who come together for the
sake of religion. Gatherings begin at 7 p.m. every Thursday in the
Peach Room of Garvey Commons.

Jen Ibberson, Ryan Kissinger, Nick Kvamme and
Christina Turchin represent Wells Fargo during
Nick Nelson, a member of the SCSU Dogg Pound Club, shows Mainstreet. The booth consisted of a variety of prooff his team spirit. The Dogg Pound makes an appearance dur- motional items such as pens, flashlights and can
ing every SCSU hockey game throughout the season.
holders sporting the Wells Fargo name along with
informational items on financial services.
PHOTO STORY BY ASHLEY PRESTE/ASST VISUALS EDITOR

Campus Rec, along with a number of other student organizations, had booths on the Atwood mall yesterday. Booths consisted of a variety of information and free gadgets to help promote each club or
organization.

The SCSU co-ed and all-girl competition cheer teams
showed off their skills during Mainstreet while recruiting new team members for the 2005 season. Trina Dial,
Pete Ledum and Tony Fister demonstrate how to do a
“liberty.” Both the co-ed and the all-girl teams will
compete at the collegiate nationals competition in
Daytona, Fla. this upcoming April.
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You & a 120 foot
drop in 7.5 seconds:
Experience life at it’s fullest.You’re the kind of person who knows that changing
the world begins by changing yourself.The Army National Guard is about
personal growth.You learn discipline, teamwork, leadership and career skills. Best
of all, you serve part-time. In fact, most Guard members serve
MINNESOTA
one weekend a month and two weeks a year. It’s time for a
change. In the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!
1-800-GO-GUARD • www.1-800-GO-GUARD.com

SCREEN GEMS, DAVIS FILMS/IMPACT (CANADA) INC., CONSTANTIN FILM (UK) LIMITED PRESENT
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BERND EICHINGER, SAMUEL HADIDA, ROBERT KULZER, VICTOR HADIDA PRODUCEDBY JEREMY BOLT, PAUL W.S. ANDERSON, DON CARMODY WRITTENBY PAUL W.S. ANDERSON DIRECTEDBY ALEXANDER WITT
Soundtrack on Roadrunner Records ffeaturing new music from Killswitch Engage and Slipknot
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Don’t waste time running from store to store...OfficeMax has the tools you need to help you do your thing:

• Notebooks, pens, paper, binders
• Software and computer accessories

• Computers, printers, copiers
• Desks, chairs, bookcases

• PDAs, calculators, phones

All at Guaranteed Low Prices! Plus FREE delivery on most orders of $50 or more.
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15 Off
%

CopyMax Digital Printing and Copying
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for credit card payments. Not valid on Business Services
or OfficeMax Specialty Shops.
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10 Off 25 Off
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Any Supply Purchase
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computers, gift cards, MaxAssurance and
assembly. Limit one coupon per customer.
No photocopies accepted. Not valid with any
other offer. Valid thru 9/18/04.

$

Any Furniture Purchase
of $100 or More!
Valid in our St. Cloud store only. Excludes
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accepted. Not valid with any other offer.
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Husky Stadium receives the
warm welcome it deserves
Now that the new stadium is completed, it’s clear that
the monstrous project was a solid investment for fans,
students and community members.
The $9.7 million facility’s opening started with a big
bang. First, the Husky soccer team christened Husky stadium with a victory. Then, the Husky football team followed suit.
Even better, the football game drew a startling crowd
of over 4,000. That’s almost as many people who attended last years Evanescence and Ludacris concerts.
Hopefully high attendance is a new trend at the closer on
campus facility.
Another definite positive of the stadium is the overlook towards the Mississippi. You’d think SCSU would
have utilized the beautiful river sooner.
The turf is also state of the art.
For last Thursday’s Husky football event fans were
welcomed with a pre-game concert featuring local music
group Fred Savage and the Unbeatables, free “St. Cloud
Rocks III” CDs put out by the St. Cloud Times and
more.
In the beginning there was probably hype surrounding
the stadium. But, the hype was met and many students
are happy.
Granted, Selke Field was a staple, as well as a historic
part of SCSU. But sometimes change is good. In this
case very good.
The stadium is also turning out to be more than just a
benefit of the SCSU sports department; there is no doubt
that the Husky Stadium will work as a recruiting advantage from both athletic and academic perspectives too.
Any addition or expansion project to campus is nice,
but it will be hard to top the practical use of the new stadium (i.e. skywalk between Atwood and Centennial
Hall).
Husky Stadium is not going to keep us warmer on our
walks to and from classes, on the way home or to visit
advisors. And it’s not going to make SCSU’s processes
of higher education any more substantial from a strictly
academic standpoint.
It will, however, work as a powerful tool to attract
more people to more events.
In the end, it will unite students across campus.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Move-in Day raises questions
Every college has its party claim of
fame. Madison has Halloween, U of M
has hockey riots and St. Cloud has
Move-in Day. However, like it or not,
Move-in Day may become obsolete.
For those of you foreign to St.
Cloud, allow me to give you the rundown on this Labor Day festivity.
Move-in day is a celebratory event that
occurs in the Southside of St. Cloud
located close to the SCSU campus.
If U-haul trucks and boxes come to
mind, then it’s safe to say you’re quite
mistaken. The day is actually about
socializing and drinking a lot—for
about 12 hours straight.
You see it used to be that all of the
incoming freshmen moved into the
dormitories on Labor Day, hence the
“moving” title. However, this tactic
turned out to be a terrible disaster.
Trying to move the entire incoming
freshmen class in on one day caused a
significant traffic jam on Fifth
Avenue—the main street SCSU runs
along. Endless lines of cars were
forced to file up and down the street.
Parents and their kids patiently waited—sometimes for hours—to unload.
Here’s the catch: Fifth Avenue is
also the dividing street between SCSU
campus and the Southside college
neighborhood packed with loads of
sh---y college housing. Many of these
residents consist of upperclassmen
who moved into their rental housing
long before Labor Day.
Needless to say, some of these
eager to drink/celebrate/puke students
decided it would be fun to file up and
down Fifth Ave. to heckle the incoming freshmen. Some made signs such

NICK
HANSON
STAFF
ESSAY
as, “Drop your daughter off here.”
Others designed custom drinking
shirts. Many just got plain drunk.
As parents relished their last
moments with their offspring, on the
other side of the street they saw the
horrors of how college life would soon
corrupt their precious children.
The Move-in Day drinking festivity became more and more popular
throughout the years soon encompassing the entire Southside. Loads of people spanned a radius up to and sometimes over 20 blocks.
It doesn’t take rocket science to
figure out what happened next.
Complaints starting funneling in from
anyone and everyone, especially parents and non-student Southside residents.
“Why are these crazy kids destroying our neighborhood? St. Cloud really is a party school isn’t it? Why is this
kid peeing on my foot?”
Administration needed to act swiftly. First they started spreading out the
move-in days over the weekend
instead of just one day. But, the day
had become so popular that students
didn’t care there weren’t loads of cars
along Fifth. They continued the jubilee

anyway.
There was only one source left to
halt the madness. Superman, err… the
police.
Steps were put into place, angry
councils were formed, grants increasing police presence were received and
underage drinking was put under the
spotlight.
And while the steps may have been
put into place a few years ago, last
year and this year truly exemplify just
how serious the community is about
stopping this event.
Last year a myriad of police officers (on bikes, foot, in large red vans
and every other mode of transportation
available) ticketed or arrested a record
breaking 111 people for 257 violations
(more than the “riots” of 1988). SCSU
also issued code of conduct violations
to lawbreakers.
This year officers were out in full
force again. Students were booted
from house to house making it difficult
for a large congregation of people to
form. And once again, officers didn’t
hesitate to hand out a noise, open bottle or minor violation. If there wasn’t
cooperation, down to jail you go.
So what does Nick Hanson, the
new Chronicle Editor-in Chief, who
last year made so many enemies and
friends by vehemently covering and
battling issues in the Southside think?
It’s kind of like getting the middle
finger out on the road. You can road
rage and risk getting in an accident or
major confrontation. Or, you can shrug
you shoulders, shake you head and
say, “F--- it.”
Students will have to decide.

JOE

OPINIONS
The Opinion Pages:
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Customer
service is
dead art
For a long time, people have
been saying that customer service is
a dead art. They’re right. I came to
this conclusion after an experience
at a “store” I won’t name.
What I needed was simple - a
few boards to make shelves for a
record player and some speakers.
Pretty simple. Right? Wrong.
First off, let me explain what this
“store” is. It’s a supply warehouse
cleverly disguised as a store. The
few employees present stagger and
bobble when questioned. The
chances of them being able to help
you are about as good as my
chances of being admitted into the
space program.
After asking the teenaged clerk
where I could find a board for my
project, I wandered into the lumber
area. I found the wood, and went
back to the same employee to see if
I could have it cut. He pointed to the
back of the store, and said that it
could be cut back there. Fine.
I wandered back into the rear of
the store, walking what seemed to
be the length of a football field. I
often wonder if the employees
themselves get lost in here, because
I seem to do it every time I’m there.
After finally finding the saw, and
waiting for someone to help me, I
saw someone in uniform and asked
if he could help. He said he couldn’t, but he knew someone who could
and talked into his walkie-talkie.
I’m not even sure it was a radio. It
might have been a pager, for all I
knew. Chances are he wasn’t even
an employee; just another customer
who, in the process of waiting for
someone to help him, had gone mad
and in the tradition of the Stockholm
syndrome and thought he was an
employee.
Eventually I got my lumber cut
after wandering around for twenty
minutes in this horrid store, feeling
like the last man on Earth as I
walked down the empty aisles. This
experience is not only acceptable, it
is exceedingly normal for a country
that is being over-taken by huge
faceless box-stores like the one I
was in.
Oh customer service, how little
we knew ye.

FECHTELKOTTER

The point: The opinion pages are designed to reflect opinions and commentary about current issues of public interest. The range of such issues is broad. It includes everything from politics to religion to education, from the rules
we live by to the games we play. We believe that to serve our readers best, these opinion pages should reflect many
different sides of public issues.
The policy: The writer’s full name, telephone number, signature and either the home address or major and year, in
the case of a student submission, must be included with each submission so we can verify the source, but we
don’t publish the phone number and address.
We generally don’t publish product or performance endorsements, libelous statements or submissions containing factual errors.
How to participate: Write concisely (and legibly) and send your comments on current events and issues to
Letters to the Editor, 13 Stewart Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301, e-mail letters@universitychronicle.com or
respond via our web page, www.universitychronicle.com. If you write a guest column, please enclose your
photo.

Welcome to
corporate
street 2004
As my final Mainstreet comes to
an end, I wanted to thank everyone
in CSOLD for the hard work they
put into making Mainstreet possible
for the hundreds of organizations
whom benefit from the event; and all
the students who have now hopefully found their “nitch” here in SCSU.
The event went fairly well, however
after doing this for four years now, I
have some concerns I want to point
out for the future.
I’m very disappointed that the
major corporations have found a
“way-in” to the Mainstreet event by
dominating many of the most popular spots and often out numbering the
clubs and organizations. I propose
that we actually have a day for all the
hard working student organizations,
rather than helping Pepsi, Wells
Fargo, etc. get richer off of poor college students. Whereas many of the
companies are beneficial to the
event, with free giveaways and promotions, I think the focus of the
event has been way off. Giving special priority to companies, rather
than organizations, is a wrong idea.
Overall the event seemed fairly
un-organized, and it was disappointing that several organizations lost
some of their previous spots that
they have had over the years. For
example, most of the Mass
Communications clubs were often
grouped in one area, which makes
sense, since they have the same target audience. In past years, UTVS
has been placed next to the campus
radio station, KVSC… with a location just outside of Stewart Hall,
where they both call home. This

year, placing each of us far apart, in
other locations on campus, severely
hurt the number of interested students we met. Instead, the Pepsi
company was able to promote themselves more to students who already
have no other option, than to drink
their products.
I continue to encourage the
importance of Mainstreet, and having a day for all organizations to promote what they have… however perhaps we should begin thinking of
having a “corporation day,” rather
than continue to allow more and
more companies to invade on organization territory.

Josh Miller
General Manager
UTVS Television

Unfair “distribution”
I have watched as enrollment in
general education courses in the
Environmental and Technological
Studies department (ETS) has been
on a downward trend since the left
and right column arrangement was
implemented in distribution areas A,
B, and C. Distribution is the area
where students are required to complete 24 credits of general education
courses from different departments.
It says that students must complete 9
credits in two areas and 6 credits in
one area designated as “short area”.
It further directs that in the areas students decide to select 9 credits, 6 of
those credits must come from the left
column and no more than 4 credits
from the right column. However, if a
student so desires he or she may
select all 9 credits from the left column. The 6 credits in the “short
area” must come from the left column.
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My observation is that this
arrangement favors some departments while being disadvantageous
to others. Not even a single general
education course from the ETS
department is listed in the left column in any of the distribution areas.
The arrangement, as it is, apparently
leaves students with the perception
that the courses in the right column
are not as important as those in the
left. Nothing could be further from
the truth. The fact is that
Environmental and Technological
Studies general education courses
serve to explain the ramifications
and consequences of the contraptions of science and engineering.
They deal not only with the intended
consequences of science and engineering based products, but also with
their unintended, indirect, and
delayed consequences.
At a time when class enrollment
has become a source of pressure on
departments, the left and right column arrangement shortchanges
some departments, ETS for sure,
because it is not based on level playing field. This is unfortunate and
should not be the case. Departments
are constantly pressured to increase
their enrollment even though the
current arrangement puts some
departments at a disadvantage.
Could someone explain to me why,
under the left and right column
arrangement, our students complain
about the lack of open general education classes while there is plenty of
room, in most cases, among the
right-column general education
courses?

Anthony I. Akubue
Professor Environmental
and Technological Studies

E-mail your letters to letters@universitychronicle.com or drop them off at our office, Stewart Hall 13.
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Rules of the
opinion game
explained
I’ll bet a lot of you just read the
gray box to my left and thought,
“What’s with all the stupid rules?” I
understand. Some people just need
to have everything explained to
them. That’s fine by me though,
because I’m the exact same way. I
have trouble following rules when I
don’t know why they exist. So to
avoid some complaints, here is a lesson in letter writing for those of you
think the box to my left isn’t enough
explanation.
First, make sure your letter is
well written. I will not print something that uses the grammar or logic
of a five year old. However, if your
letter is well reasoned, articulate, or
entertaining there is a good chance it
will run, unless...
It is completely irrelevant to the
rest of the readership. You could
write the mort staggering work of
heartbreaking genius, but I won’t
print it unless the readership can
relate. That means no stupid sob
stories about how you got a parking
ticket or how some girl you like
doesn’t like you back. Please feel
free to share your personal problems
with a therapist or someone who
cares, because I think its safe to say
we don’t.
Also, don’t be a coward. If you
write into us, honestly identify yourself, or don’t write in at all. People
don’t seem to understand why we
don’t print anonymous letters, so I
will explain why. If you don’t
believe in something strongly
enough to sign your name to it, you
probably don’t believe that strongly
in it at all. Own up to what you have
to say, or no one will take you seriously.
And one last piece of advice,
stay calm. Try not to get upset with
a staff column or letter because they
have a different view of the world
than you. With that in mind, however, don’t let that stop you from letting someone know why they have a
flawed argument. My columnists
will be held to these same standards.
This is a place for you to stand up
for what you believe in. Just make
sure you do it reasonably. I look
forward to hearing from you.
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• Accounting
• Banking & Finance
•
• Computer Networking
• Criminal Justice
• Human Resources
• Medical Records
• Medical Transcription
• Office Administration
• Pharmacy Technician
• Sales & Marketing

sales people

Call Now

for more information or to set up an interview

4 Blocks From Campus (320)251-2844
Day, Evening &
On-Line Classes

Classes begin October 4th—call today!

800-498-1907
Locations in Eagan, Minnetonka, St. Cloud & Mankato!

www.rasmussen.edu

Downtown 7th Ave. South (320)251-2844
Weekdays 10-8pm Saturdays 9-5 pm Sundays 12-4pm

Book Packs
$9.99-$29.99
Large Selection

UP TO

50% OFF

Quote:

“He wants to make sure every receiver
doesn’t forget his age.”
-Brian Billick, Baltimore Ravens Head
Coach, on unretired Deion Sanders wearing
No. 37 instead of his usual No. 21.
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Cory Johnsen (six-foot-two, 290
lbs.) returns as starter at nose tackle. Sophomore Rick Blaul (six-footfour, 290 lbs.) will see many minutes on the defensive line.

Linebackers

Joining Schmitz as linebackers
are the fourth team captain, junior
Mark Henderson (five-foot-ten, 225
lbs), Eli Bauman (six-foot-six, 260
lbs.), and senior Derek Jensen (sixfoot, 200 lbs. Sophomore Kelly
Gilchrist (six-foot-one, 225 lbs.)
started the first game of the season
against Wayne State, while an
injury pushed Schmitz’s return to
the starting line up back a week.

Defensive Backs

MATT KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

SCSU football defensive coordinator Scott Underwood runs his squad through one more round of intense line sprints before closing down
practice Tuesday at the new Husky Stadium. SCSU faces Western Washington Univ. at home Sept. 11, at 7 p.m. The Huskies have jumpedout to a 2-0 start.
Ryan Atkins
STAFF WRITER

To say the Huskies are beginning new is probably one of the
biggest understatments of the new
season. The Huskies begin the new
season with a new starting quarterback, a new-look conference and a
new stadium. However, the Huskies
hope to end the season in a new
fashion: conference champions.
Following back-to-back winning
seasons, the Huskies, laden with
talent and experience, are marking
the close games that contributed to
three conference losses by a combined seven points last season.
With sixteen starting players
returning, the Huskies are looking
to make a dent in the North Central
Conference (NCC). The NCC lost
South Dakota State and North
Dakota State to Division I-AA, but
added University of MinnesotaDuluth to the now-seven team conference.

Offense

With nine returning starters, the
high-powered Husky offense hopes
to continue their high-powered
attack. With that said, SCSU has
said goodbye to two-time Harlon
Hill finalist Keith Heckendorf,

holder of nearly every career quarterback record for the Huskies.
Stepping into the spotlight is
junior Daniel Kaczor. Despite no
starting experience, Head Coach
Randy Hedberg showed faith in
Kaczor and named him captain
before the start of the season.
Stepping into the large shoes left
behind by Heckendorf, Kaczor is
more excited than nervous about
taking the snaps for the Huskies.
“I spent three years learning
from Keith,” Kaczor said. “There is
no added pressure.”

Offensive Line

Stepping into the center position
replacing graduated Andrew Kaczor
is sophomore Henry Smith (sixfoot-two, 310 lbs). Hedberg is
expecting Smith to perform well,
especially being surrounded by four
fellow lineman with a combined
nine years of starting experience
entering the upcoming season.
Seniors Jim McCarville (sixfoot-three, 310 lbs.) and Cory
McLouden (six-foot-two, 315 lbs.)
are each entering their fourth years
starting as offensive guards.
Senior Matt Henry (six-footthree, 325 lbs.), has also been
named captain, returns as the starting right tackle for the third year.

Manning the other tackle position
will be senior Jon Scovill (Six-footthree, 290 lbs.).

Tight Ends

After having a thin tight end
core last year, the Huskies are deep
this season having four on the roster
with game experience. Sophomore
Anders Johnson (six-foot-four, 250
lbs.) has handled the starting duties
but senior Clint Grundahl (six-footfour, 250 lbs.), juniors Mike
Rehfeldt (six-foot-four, 250 lbs.),
and John Hackett (six-foot-two, 235
lbs.), who switched from linebacker
last season, are also expected to see
time at the tight end position.

Wide Receivers

The wide receiver position
appears to be a position of depth for
the Huskies. All-Conference selection Ryan Koch (six-foot, 187 lbs.)
is back, as is junior Ed DeShazer
(six-foot, 180 lbs.). Combined the
pair caught over fifty passes last
season. Junior Daryn Ploeckelman
(six-foot-two, 210 lbs.) and senior
Tim Greene (five-foot-ten, 190 lbs,)
also look to contribute to the highpowered passing game. All
receivers combined for 39 touchdowns last season.

Running Backs

Returning from injury is 2002

All-Conference selection junior
Matt Birkel (five-foot-nine, 210
lbs). Birkel missed a good portion
of the 2003 season after an injuring
his ankle, but looks to recapture the
form that made him an instant
impact player as a freshman. Redshirt freshman Drew Meyer (fivefoot-eleven, 190 lbs.) and sophomore Dan Kamin (five-foot-ten,
205 lbs.) also figure to receive
hand-offs throughout the season.

Defense

Returning five starters from the
2003 defense, the Huskies get
another starter back from the 2002
season with the return of senior
linebacker Chris Schmitz (six-footone, 215 lbs.) who returned from
active duty with the military.
Using a 3-4 defense, SCSU is
hoping to maximize the depth they
have at the linebacker position
along with the strength and quickness that the defensive line possesses.

Defensive line

Junior Charlie Cosgrove (sixfoot-three, 265 lbs.), is a returning
starter, All-Conference selection
and a captain. Cosgrove mans
defensive end while sophomore Joe
Niehaus (six-foot-two, 290 lbs) is
handling defensive tackle. Junior

According to Hedberg, this season’s secondary has not been tested
in either of the lopsided victories
but will see much more action as
the season progresses.
Junior Chad Kruckman (sixfoot-one, 185 lbs.) is the lone
returning starter on the unit, starting
at safety once again. Sophomore
Mitchell Denne (six-foot-two, 175
lbs.) enters at free safety, while redshirt freshmen Philip Hedlof (six
foot, 190 lbs.)
and Zach
Swartzendruber (five-foot-ten, 190
lbs.) will handle the corner spots.
Sophomore Tate Wheeler (fivefoot-ten, 180 lbs.) started the first
game of the season but was injured
for the second game.

Specialists

Returning as punter is pre-season All-American pick Scott Dirkes
(six-foot-two, 210 lbs.). Dirkes
broke the school record averaging
41.2 yards per punt during the 2003
season. Dirkes career per punt average is 38.8 yards, which gives the
Huskies a dangerous weapon if the
offense is unable to move the ball
down the field.
Junior Shawn Braunagel (sixfoot, 170 lbs.) returns with his high
scoring foot. Braunagel connected
on 40-43 extra point attempts last
season.
The Huskies were picked third
by the media in the pre-season
polls. SCSU is eager to prove they
can compete with North Dakota and
University of Nebraska-Omaha,
who were picked one and two
respectively in the polls.
“We’ll have a chance to compete
with North Dakota and Omaha,”
Hedberg said. “We’ll compete and
the good thing is we play both of
them here this year.”
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SCSU rotates wins and losses
Derek Sullivan
STAFF WRITER

SCSU’s soccer squad begins the
2004-2005 season with nine new
players, a new home field and
searching for consistency.
After five games, the Huskies
(3-2) have rotated wins and loses.
SCSU began the season with a 3-0
win over Bemidji State, followed
by a 4-0 loss to Montana StateBillings, a 1-0 win at Central
Missouri, a 2-0 defeat to 24thranked Central Oklahoma and a 2-0
shutout of Minnesota StateMoorhead Wednesday night.
The Huskies have several new
faces this season, including eight
first-year players and goalkeeper
Daneen Bergquist, a transfer from
former North Central Conference
rival North Dakota State University.
SCSU senior co-captain Betsy
Pratt said the new players have
developed quickly.
“We have freshmen that can
come in anytime and fill a spot,”
Pratt said. “There is no letdown or
break in the action.”
Bergquist decided to leave
NDSU shortly after the school
moved up from Division II to
Division I. The sophomore goalkeeper picked the Huskies over
Minnesota State-Mankato and
Northern State (S.D.). The Maple
Plain native said team chemistry
played a major role in her decision.

“(The players) are all really,
really close and they hang out. That
was why I came here,” Bergquist
said. “They accept anyone that
comes into (the program). It is pretty nice.”
This year the Huskies’ roster
contains only three seniors. Pratt,
Abby Fredrickson and Heidi
Westrum bring a lot of experience
and leadership. SCSU coach
Stephanie McGuinness said being
named captain involves plenty of
major responsibility.
“I have very high expectations
of my captains. I put a lot of pressure on them,” McGuinness said. “I
expect a lot of leadership and guidance on and off
the field.”
Pratt said she
is focused on providing leadership
to the underclassmen.
“You learn real
quick it is not just
about
yourself
Betsy
anymore,” Pratt
Pratt
said. “You are worrying about your
team, and making sure the freshmen
are in their place. (The freshmen)
look to us to help them.”
The seniors are the final remnants of McGuinness’ first recruiting class. The original 12 player
class has dwindled down to the cocaptains.

“The three of us have stuck it
out together through the years,
through the all the changes in the
program, some good, some bad.”
Pratt said. “The improvements that
we made. How far we have come
since our freshmen year. It has been
amazing.”
SCSU played their games across
town at Whitney Park last season.
This season, the soccer team
opened the brand new on campus
facility, Husky Stadium. The
75x118 field plays to the Huskies’
strength. SCSU likes to spread the
field by getting the ball down the
sideline to its forwards: senior
Heidi Westrum, sophomores Trista
Cooke, Anne Litecky, and first-year
Cassie Johnson. The foursome has
combined for four of the team’s six
goals this season, with sophomore
Staci Janeshek and a team goal
accounting for two other goals.
Johnson scored a goal in her first
collegiate game against Bemidji
State on Aug. 28. The Cloquet
native was surprised and thrilled.
“It was exciting. It was hard to
explain,” Cassie Johnson said.
“Heidi (Westrum) shot it and I was
there for the rebound. It was exciting to get my first college goal.
Little different than scoring in high
school.”
SCSU picked up its first road
victory Sept. 3 at Central Missouri
in Warrensburg (Mo.). The Huskies
won 1-0 on a goal by Cooke, with

only five minutes remaining. The
Huskies lost the following day to
national powerhouse University of
Central Oklahoma. After the game,
McGuinness praised the play of
first-year defender Sarah Woutila.
The Green Bay native has made a
smooth transition from high school
to college, mostly due to playing on
Allouez Ice, a summer club team.
“Woutila played at a very high
level on her club,” McGuinness
said. “Her club and her high school
are just a very slight drop from us at
a college level.”
While McGuinness credits
Woutila’s background, the 5-6
defender praises her new head
coach.
“Coach pushes me to be the best
in the game and in practice,
“Woutila said. “She pumps me up
and keeps me going.”
With solid senior leadership and
new recruits, SCSU could be fielding its deepest team.
“We return 15 or 16 players that
have seen (the field),” McGuinness
said. “That is the first time (SCSU)
has had that much experience.”

SCSU shuts down
Dragons

SCSU goalkeeper Daneen
Bergquist could have bought a hot
dog and watched from the brand
new stands of Husky Stadium as the
Huskies defeated Minnesota State-

Moorhead 1-0 Wednesday.
The Huskies’ defense led by
Betsy Pratt, Savannah Swanson and
Sarah Woutila allowed zero shots at
Bergquist, who finished without a
save.
SCSU jumped on the Dragons
thirty seconds into the game. SCSU
leading goal scorer Trista Cooke
gave SCSU an early 1-0 lead.
The Huskies scored in the second half on a corner kick. Anne
Litecky, who had just re-entered the
game, scored on an assist by Heidi
Westrum.
SCSU travels to Winona State
on Saturday to start a four-game
road trip. The Huskies next home
game is Sept. 26 against Southwest
State University.

What:
Huskies at
Winona
State
University
When:
1 p.m Saturday
Where: Maxwell
Stadium at Midwest
Wireless Stadium at
Winona, MN.

Splashing down with diver Sara Steffen
It’s a new school year, which
means different ideas.
Over the summer, I tossed
around a few column ideas around
my head that I thought avid
Chronicle sports readers might like
to read about. One of the ideas that
came to mind was something along
the lines of a 20-Question type interview with a random athlete that dons
the red and black. Another idea that
was tossed around was the idea of
interviewing an athlete, his or her
closest friend and also his or her significant other or something close to
that and see who knows the athlete
better. I choose the 20-Question
interview.
So here now is the first of what I
hope to be the beginning of many
conversations with SCSU athletes.
This week’s lucky athlete is junior
diver Sara Steffen.
Ben Birnell: You’re a diver here,
what made you decide to come here?
Sara Steffen: My brother wrestled here. I also liked the atmosphere
of the (swimming and diving) team
when I came and visited. Also,
coach (Jeff) Hegle seemed like a
cool coach.

BEN
BIRNELL
SPORTS
EDITOR
BB: If you could be the SCSU
Athletic Director for a day, would
you change anything?
SS: I think I would give the
swimming team some more money
or more acknowledgement.
BB: What’s your favorite sports
moment at the pro level?
SS: When the 1996 Olympics
women’s soccer team won the gold
medal. That was a good moment in
women’s sports.
BB: Who’s your favorite athlete
and why?
SS: Marion Jones. I used to be a
hurdler (in high school) and it’s in
my blood. Stacy Dragila is also one
of my favorites. She’s a pole vaulter.
BB: Do you have any favorite
teams?
SS: I don’t really have a favorite

team. Anything that’s outstanding in
sports is something I like or pay
attention to. Pretty much things that
make a big mark.
BB: Some athletes listen to
music before a game or a meet to
pump themselves for it, do you?
SS: Yes, I also do. Last year, I listened to “Dirrty” by Christina
Aguilera and “She Hates Me” by
Puddle of Mudd. This year, I think
I’ll be into something else, most
likely country music.
BB: What’s in your CD player at
this very moment?
SS: I have a five CD changer but
I only have one in there because I
can’t figure out how to make it spin
around. It’s a burned CD with all
country on it. With like, Tim
McGraw and Kenny Rogers and
stuff like that.
BB: Do you have any pet peeves?
SS: Yeah, that my roommate
doesn’t do his dishes. Sports related,
probably just when people don’t try,
when they’re just doing something
but aren’t putting a whole lot of
effort into it. Otherwise, I don’t have
too many pet peeves.
BB: What’s your favorite thing

about SCSU?
SS: The people. I like the classes and that they’re small. I like the
size.
BB: What’s the worst thing about
SCSU?
SS: I guess you get this everywhere but, sometimes you have bad
advisors and that the administration
isn’t organized well enough when
you’re trying to register and everything. It seriously took me two
weeks to get my access code last
year because the advising center
wouldn’t give it to me and my advisor didn’t have me on his list or
something.
BB: What do you think is the
biggest misconception about athletes?
SS: That we’re stupid, and really we’re not. I also think that athletes should be able to register for
classes before everyone else because
we have set schedules that we have
to try and fill classes in between and
I don’t think people know or realize
that.
BB: What was the first concert
you’ve been to? What was the best?
SS: I’ve only been to one. That

was the Anger Management tour
three summers ago. It was alright.
We had really bad seats so we had to
watch the little screen the entire
time. That was my first and only. I
have a hard time spending money on
concerts.
BB: What’s your major and your
career goal?
SS: Community Psych and I
want to go into the juvenile system.
I don’t know exactly what I want to
do when I’m there. Otherwise, I
want to go into rehab facilities for
chemical dependency.
BB: Let’s go with a little word
association. Ready?
SS: I think so.
BB: Female Athletes.
SS: Marion Jones.
BB: Lil Jon.
SS: OH MY GOSH!
BB: On-campus parking.
SS: Sucks. Where’s the guest
parking?
BB: Halloween.
SS: Candy.
BB: Water.
SS: Diving.
Comments? E-mail sports.editor@universitychronicle.com
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Huskies hope to improve

FRIDAY
■ Women’s Volleyball at the
Cross Over Tournament at
Northern State University TDB.

SATURDAY
■ Women’s Volleyball at the
Cross Over Tournament at
Northern State University TDB.
■ Football vs Western
Washington (Parent’s Day) at 6
p.m. Game can be heard on 88.1
KVSC-FM.
■ Cross Country at Lester Park
Invite at University of
Minnesota-Duluth. TDB.
■ Women’s Soccer at Winona
State University at 1 p.m.
■ Women’s Golf vs. Upper
Iowa University Dual at
Wapicada Golf Course in St.
Cloud at 10 a.m.

MATT KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

■ Men’s Golf vs. Upper Iowa
University Dual at Wapicada
Golf Course in St. Cloud at 10
a.m.

Sophomore setter Sierra Nowak gears up her volleyball comrade right side junior Jamie Schlagel to collect a kill for a point late in the first
game Wednesday versus Winona State at Halenbeck Hall. The next five games will be away the Huskies return to Halenbeck Sept. 18th.
time list with a season to add to action in 21 matches, contributing and outside hitter transferred from
Ryan Atkins

TUESDAY

With the volleyball season nearly
two weeks old, the SCSU Huskies
stand with a current mark of 5-2,
hoping to improve on last years 1119 record.
SCSU opened the season with a
30-17, 30-23, 30-17 win over the
Colorado School of Mines while
participating in the Northern
Extreme Volleyball Tournament in
Grand Forks, ND., August 27th.
SCSU did lose the next match to
Northern State University in a tough
3-2 battle 30-27, 26-30, 30-28, 1430, and 15-11. The Huskies won two
more matches in Grand Forks on
August 28th defeating Upper Iowa
University,
and
Minnesota
Crookston winning each match in
three games.
With a good blend of veteran and
younger players, head coach Patricia
Mickow is excited about the
improvements that have been made
since last season and the improvements that will transpire as the season unfolds.
“We have improved, and as the
season continues we will continue to
get better,” Mickow said.
One of the players leading the
charge for a winning season is senior
Megan Hardy. Hardy is coming off
of a season where she posted 203
digs, giving her 646 for her career,
placing her 17th on the Huskies all-

■ Women’s Volleyball at
Bemidji State University at 7:00
p.m.

FRIDAY
■ Cross Country at the Ron
Pynn Invite at Grand Forks, ND.
Women at 4 p.m. Men at 4:45
p.m.
■ Women’s Soccer at Mayville
State University at 4 p.m.

STAFF WRITER

those stats.
Hardy who was honored as an
Honorable Mention to the North
Central Conference (NCC) AllAcademic team
plays as a defensive specialist.
Other returning
players who figure
to fill prominent
roles for the
Huskies are senior
Leah Herrboldt,
who led SCSU
Megan
with 375 digs and
Hardy
was second with
296 kills, earning
her Honorable Mention AllConference from her outside shooter
spot. Lindsay Ashburn also received
an Honorable mention AllConference selection for her 225
kills and 339 digs as a middle hitter.
Another player who figures to fill
roles throughout the season is junior
middle hitter Angie Mayers. Mayers
managed 227 kills, 19 aces, and 100
digs during the 2003 season.
Sophomore outside shooter Kelly
Larkin gained experience as a freshman playing in 16 matches posting
44 kills, 23 digs and 12 blocks.
Deanne Pieper also received some
playing time as a freshmen in 2003,
participating in eight matches accumulating 11 kills, six digs, and four
blocked shots.
Sophomore Reanne Stanley saw

with 65 kills, 37 digs, and 17 total
blocks from her middle hitter spot.
Junior Jamie Schlagel played in 30
matches as a sophomore, contributing with 61 assists ranking second
on the team and was fourth on the
team with 244 kills.
Three Huskies who found little
amount of time on the floor last season, but may play a role this season
are senior defensive specialist and
setter Danielle Kohut, red-shirt
freshman middle hitter Kristi
Pangrac, and sophomore setter

“We have improved,
and as the season
continues, we will
continue to get better.”
Patricia Mickow
SCSU VOLLEYBALL COACH
Sierra Nowak.
New to the Huskies are transfers
Lindsey Gothey and Meghan
McGee. Gothey transferred from
South Dakota State where she
played as an outside hitter making a
strong impact with 251 kills and 261
digs. McGee, a defensive specialist

University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
where she received a medical redshirt during the 2002 season.
Augustana College (SD), along
with new member to the NCC,
University of Minneosta-Duluth,
and University of MinnesotaMankato all were ranked nationally
at the beginning of the season, 16,
17th, and 19th respectively, seem to
be the biggest challenges for SCSU
once conference games begin.
With a long season ahead, and
the difficult conference opponents
Mickow is excited how her team is
coming together and the positive
attitude they bring to the game.
“I am very pleased with the attitude on the floor,”Mickow said. “I
think they have adjusted very well to
my style of coaching.”
SCSU can add to their good start
this weekend in the Cross Over tournament at Northern State University.
The Huskies added another win
last night defeating Winona State
University at Hallenbeck Hall. The
Huskies accomplished the victory in
four games, 30-24, 30-21, 35-37, 3016.
The Huskies were led by
Schlagel with 14 kills and 10 digs.
Herrboldt chipped in an additional
13 kills and mounted 27 digs.
Nowak provided 28 set assists while
Monica Ashburn added 19. SCSU
continues this weekend at Northern
State University.
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Incubus to rock SCSU
Jay Corn
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Putting days of online rumors and
speculation to rest, the SCSU
University Program Board (UPB)
announced to the campus Thursday
that the alternative-metal band
Incubus will headline the first major
SCSU concert of the year.
Halenbeck Hall will be the site of
the Nov. 11 concert and will feature
an opening performance by British
rockers The Music. Students can
begin purchasing tickets for the allages-show Friday at 9 a.m. with cash
or charge at the Atwood Center
Information Desk. Tickets will cost
SCSU students $25 for lower level
tickets, $20 for upper level. All seats
are general admission, but UPB
member and concert coordinator
Amanda Griffith is anticipating an
early rush of students to snap up tickets early Friday morning .
“I expect there to be a line at 7
a.m. Friday morning,” Griffith said.
“The feeling I get is that students are
really excited and pumped for the
show and we’re expecting ticket sales
to be steady.”
Griffith’s feeling of an anticipatory student body was reflected in
SCSU freshman Liz Meyer when she
was asked her thoughts about the
upcoming Incubus performance.
“I really am pretty excited for the
show,” Meyer said. “I found out
about the show this weekend from a
flyer and was kind of surprised a
band like Incubus would be playing
here. There’s no doubt I’m going to
go and I’m sure I’ll be in line bright
and early Friday morning.”

UPB has been working since midJuly to organize a national caliber
concert in the mold of the
Evanescence and Ludacris shows the
organization produced last year. Both
the Ludacris and Evanescence concerts were a success and UPB expects
the Incubus show to do even better.
The first week of September is an
uncharacteristically early announcement from UPB regarding musical
acts, but Griffith said the earlier the
better.
The planning and negotiation to
bring Incubus to SCSU began back in
mid-July but definite confirmation
came only last week.
“My partner Angie (Bombard)
and I started talking and brainstorming over the summer about what
bands we would like to see come to
campus,” Griffith said. “I don’t
remember exactly how the name
Incubus came up, but we brought the
suggestion to our board and they
were really excited so we moved on
to the planning stages and contract
proposals.”
Working through a booking agent,
UPB spent three weeks hammering
out the details and intricacies of the
contract, in the end landing the globally recognized rock act.
“I think it’s going to be a really
good show and the opening act
should really be impressive,” Griffith
said. “Angie and I have worked really hard to get this show off the
ground and everyone is really excited.”
Incubus has been touring nonstop since February in support of
their latest album, A Crow Left of the
Murder, and after six months overseas, returned to the U.S. in June to

PHOTO COURTESY OF SONY MUSIC GROUP INC.

Brandon Boyd, Mike Einziger, Jose Pasillas, Chris Kilmoro and Ben Kenney together make up Incubus
and will pay a visit to SCSU Nov. 11 to share their music with students and the community.
begin
their
domestic
tour.
Additionally, the band has been a
leading force in the Rockthevote
campaign being waged nationwide in
an effort to boost voter (particularly
young voter) turnout.
Incubus’ stop at SCSU is the only
Minnesota date the band will play in
2004 and will be the first time in over
two years Incubus has visited the

Land of 10,000 Lakes.
The 5,400 available tickets will
go on sale to the public Monday,
three days after the initial, priority
offering to SCSU students and will
be $10 more than the student prices.
The first opportunity to score free
tickets will come tonight at 9 p.m.
during the UPB sponsored Johnny
Holm concert taking place in the

Atwood Ballroom. Tickets for the
Johnny Holm show are free for students and can be obtained via the red
kick-it-tix packets UPB handed out
during Wednesday’s Main Street or at
the door before the show. A drawing
will be conducted during the night
and a winner will win two Incubus
tickets before they go on sale.

Husky Helpers move new arrivals along
Lorilei Storm
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

All across campus, a group of
volunteers helped to direct cars,
unload trucks and get the new student acquainted with the weekend
SCSU calls Move-In.
These people are known as
Husky Helpers, students who volunteer to assist with parental stresses of Move-in Day and also ease
tension.
“The Husky Helpers were very

helpful, especially with directing
the traffic. It was great,” incoming
Freshmen Abbey Olson said. “We
weren’t sure exactly where to go,
but we were directed to the right
place.”
The Husky Helpers said some
SCSU newcomers aren’t quite sure
how long moving in will really
take. Some students move in quicker than others.
Freshmen Dave Perrin and
Chuck Helgeton, spent about 3
hours getting unpacked. Perrin,

recalled his experience moving his
older brother into school at
Mankato and said he felt prepared.
“I knew what it would be like,”
he said. “It was what I expected.”
For some students like
Helgeton, the longest and most
stressful part of moving in is waiting to get to a room. Also, some students did not receive a Husky
Helper to assist them.
“Having a Husky Helper would
have made a difference,” Helgeton
said.

Although the Husky Helpers
couldn’t help every person, their
availability and knowledge of the
campus layout was a valuable asset
to some.
Husky Helpers were able to
answer questions that popped up
such as where to pick up a loft and
directions to the empty car lot
Husky Helpers Sheena Curry and
Stephanie Gostisha said.
The new students received their
first impressions of the school from
the helpers, Gostisha said.

“I could explain things to parents, and they [parents] could tell
that the students were in good
hands,” she said. “It helped that we
were in front of the building.”
Gostisha said many parents are
worried about their kids moving
into school for the first time.
“One parent was really freaking
out, and I felt bad because I couldn’t do anything about the situation,”
she said.
■
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A “Must” album!
- Entertainment Weekly's
annual Must List issue
CRITIC’S CHOICE
“
“
- People Magazine
“THE album of the year”
- CMT Magazine

Julie

ROBERTS

Enter for your chance to win free airline tickets at the bookstore!

Julie Roberts

© 2004 Mercury Records, a Division of UMG Recordings, Inc.

Featuring
“Break Down Here”
& “Wake Up Older”

Get the music at

www.julieroberts.com
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Summer movies
echo global state

Something I learned in my first
film class at SCSU that I’ve never
forgotten is that half of the time you
spend watching a film in the theater, you spend in complete darkness.
We cannot detect the milliseconds it takes for the shutter to snap
over the lens before the next frame
pulls onto the screen. But put all
that time together and you have 45
minutes to an hour-and-a-half spent
in the dark. With about 40 trips to
the multiplex summer, I spent close
to 1800 hours, or 75 days, in the
dark, about 80 percent of my summer. But I’ve also learned that this
time isn’t wasted. Sitting in the
dark this summer I’ve felt more
connected to my time and cultural
place than I ever have in my life.
We live in a messed up time, and
now the films are starting to show
it. Recapping my summer, I’ve
blocked the films loosely together
for what I felt expressed a common
trend. I’ll try to focus on the ones
that I haven’t discussed in print.
The Corporation,Fahrenheit
911,The Manchurian Candidate,
She Hate Me:
Enough has been said of
Michael Moore’s election year
showstopper. But more could be
said about Fahrenheit’s classroom
companion, the Canadian-made
data-packed
diatribe
The
Corporation. At nearly three hours,
the film explains that a corporation
is considered to be a human being
for all legal purposes. It then sets
out to show that this particular
human exhibits qualities consistent

JOHN
BEHLING
FILM
CRITIC
with the pathology of a psychopath.
Moore himself appears to wittily
acknowledge that the rising commercial value of documentaries has
created demand for scabrous looks
at the underbelly of capitalism. The
question we should ask ourselves
is: will the money generated by
these docs go to the same companies it campaigns against? There
seems to be almost no demand for
Spike Lee’s newest film, released
by the smallest distributor the New
Yorker has seen since his first feature.
Even without considering the
roar of negative press it has created,
She Hate Me is decidedly the most
desperate film of 2004. With anarchic sloppiness reminiscent of the
“incoherent-texts” of the ‘70s that
Robin
Wood
identified
in
“Hollywood From Vietnam to
Reagan,” Lee throws another trashcan through the storefront, challenging everyone from corporate
criminals to the U.S. government
outside for a rumble. Even better,
by the end we still feel there is
something worth fighting for.
Catwoman, Anacondas: the
Hunt for the Blood Orchid,
Suspect Zero, I Robot, Alien

PHOTO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES

Spiderman 2 starring Tobey Maguire and Kirstin Dunst led the
Summer Box office charge earning over $175 million.

Versus Predator, Sky Captain
and the World of Tomorrow:
These films must exist only to
strike a balance in this world. Lest
too many capable directors get their
hands on the funding to make good
movies, Hollywood keeps throwing
A-money and A-list talent at shallow B-movies helmed by hapless
directors. These films aren’t even
fun the way campy B-movies of the
‘50s were. Not only do they feel as
if they were directed via cell phone,
they sometimes have disturbing
undercurrents.
In Alien Versus Predator, the
humans decide to side with the
God-like predators who kill for
sport and to show off their superior
technology.
Faced with two
irrefutably evil factions, the mantra
is “there’s a war going on, pick a
side.” I find this choice, even in a
schlocky b-movie about aliens,
more than a little disturbing.
Spiderman 2, Collateral, The
Terminal:
Here’s the category that we need
more of: commercially oriented
filmmaking (sequel-making even)
by competent, intelligent directors.
Michael Mann, Steven Spielberg
and Sam Raimi each deliver entertaining, personal films with unique
messages. Spiderman 2 and its
earnings may be a little heavy on
the destiny of being the one but it
doesn’t falter on the love story,
camera acrobatics, or dynamic performances.
Collateral is one of the first digital features to aspire to the gritty,
textured look of 35mm film, showcasing the low-light beauty of
megalopolis at night. Under streetlights and skyscrapers Mann frames
the story of working men in Los
Angeles. Whether they’re hitmen,
taxicab drivers, undercover cops or
even flea-bitten coyotes, they’re all
just trying to survive.
Survival is less primal and more
posh in Steven Spielberg’s The
Terminal. But the mogul known as
“Spielbergo” crafts an all around
winner here, none-the-less. Tom
Hanks updates his industrious
everyman character from Castaway
as a tourist cast adrift in a modern
day Ellis Island. Spielberg’s affection for corporate mise en scene is
almost comforting, and all the
laughs are in all the right places. If
Spike Lee and Jonathon Demme
(The Manchurian Candidate)
helped us bottom out this summer,
it’s Spielberg who builds us back up
again, for better or worse.
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Comedian stresses
sobriety to students

CHING FUNG / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Comedian Bernie McGrenahan acts like a drunken college student
who gets pulled over by the police and tries to walk a straight line
for a DUI test. McGrenahan spoke at the comedy show in Ritsche
Auditorium Wednesday night, bringing a comedic message to all in
attendance.

■

Continued from PAGE 15.

Helpers

“She wanted the line to move
faster, but we had all the people we
could spare, even people who didn’t sign up for helping were there,”
Curry recalled.
For the majority of the time, the
Helpers were seen pushing carts
stacked with student belongings
and sprinting across parking lots
just keeping traffic in order.
Others were needed to carry
boxes, furniture and even a fishtank
up to rooms. In Sherburne Hall,
most of the day was spent doing
just that. The newly installed elevators took a lot of stress as hundreds
of boxes and people were moved
from floor to floor.
A large part of Move-in Day
jobs also exist with the RA staff at
each Residence Hall.
When the students arrived, they
were sent to a group of stations
where they filled out emergency
information, ResNet hardware and
a check-in agreement sheet. At
each floor, the house RA was waiting.

Sze Li, an RA for Stearns Hall,
was very excited about having the
help of a Helper.
“They really helped people
unload their items, that made the
check-in process very smooth,” Li
said. “The number of Husky
Helpers was good. I really appreciated the help.”
Public Safety, along with the
SCPD, also assisted with the moving process.
A large portion of move-in
involved blocking off many side
streets so that there is only one road
come in on. This helped maintain
control of traffic and to made sure
that basic traffic concerns were
taken care of right away.
In addition, parents of new students are sometimes unsure of
where to go or how to get places
and having these organizations is a
big part of move-in success across
campus.
In the end, for most Husky
Helpers, the sacrafice of time and
energy was well worth the sometimes high stress level, Curry said.
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HOUSING

SOUTH SIDE PARK
4 bedroom 2 bathroom apartments
and rooms for rent. Call Select
Properties (320)-253-1154.
2 TO 10 BEDROOM
Homes for rent. Close to campus.
Call Select Properties. (320)-2531154.
WEST CAMPUS
4 bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low monthly rents. Call Select
Properties (320)-253-1154.
MAYNE ESTATES
4 Bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low rent rates. Call Select
Properties. (320)-253-1154.
CAMPUS EAST
4 bedroom 2 bathroom apartments
and rooms for rent. Call Select
Properties. (320)-253-1154.
3 BEDROOM HOUSE
For rent $975 per Month call Select
Properties (320)-253-1154.
SUBLEASES WANTED
Share apt. with 4 other students.
Own room. Last month rent and
parking free. 2 blocks from campus.
Call Maria: (507)-351-5686.
PINE POINTE APARTMENTS
Would you like a clean, quite, spacious place to call home? Give us a
call. (320)-250-0139.
LARGE 4 BDR HOUSE
1 mi. from campus $1,000/mo +utilities (612)-202-8833.
ROOM IN HOUSE
2 miles from campus, hot-tub, highspeed internet, pool table, swimming
pool, all utilities included.
$325/month. (320) 493-2608.
TWO BEDROOM
Upstairs apartment in quiet home.
Heat, water, cable, parking included.
No pets. $600/month. Call Lee:
(320) 980-0892.
CHECK US OUT!
$200 a month 1-4 br’s avail. Shared
baths close to hockey arena. Heat,
water, garbage paid! 9-12 month
leases avail now! Laundry on-site.
Secure bldg. Call now! (763)-6331080 ext. 28
1BR/2BR
$475/$550 per month. Heat paid.
Nice and new. Clean, quiet, students only. Call 761-2822.

CLASSIFIEDS
2 BDR APARTMENT
2 blocks from SCSU heat paid.
$650 sec. dep. Avail. Sept 1. Jim:
(612)-508-3723.
FOUR BEDROOM
Two bath apartment homes. Off
Street parking available close to
SCSU campus $220-$260 per person 9-12 month lease. Water,
sewer,garbage paid. Heat paid in
winter months. Call now to reserve
your home (763)-633-1080 ext. 28.
LARGE 2BR’S
Starting at $475. 1/2 mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Heat, water,
garbage and basic cable included!
Call Angie at (320) 761-1571.
ONE BEDROOMS
Close to campus quiet building, on
bus route, 1/2 mile from SCSU.
Basic cable, heat, water and refuse
included. Northern Management
654-8300.
ROOMS AVAILABLE !!!
Incl. Leases within 1 bedroom units.
Blocks from SCSU. $220-230. Low
SD (320) 654-8300.
SPACIOUS 2BR’S
Michigan Place. 1/2 Mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Quiet building
and location. Low rent and cheap
security deposit. Call Angie (320)
654-8300.

ROOMS FOR RENT
Female spacious, newer home w/o
parking. Good location. 4 bed, 2
bath. (320) 236-7792 or (320) 4207201, $290 plus electric.
4 BDRM APTS
Near SCSU. New interior. $205 per
bdrm. Free parking (320) 980-7545
1 BDRM
In 4 bdrm apts, new interior. Free
parking, near SCSU. Rent bdrms
individually $205. (320) 980-7545.

FOR SALE
4 SALE
Bed, dresser, mattress. $500 O.B.O.
Call (320) 253-3717 for info.
2001 HONDA ACCORD
60K miles. 4DR. Leather Fully Loaded
$13,000 please call (320) 224-9673.
98‘ SUNFIRE
4 Sale $2,800 (763) 442-9579.

PARKING
PERMIT PARKING
Now available at First Presbyterian
Church. Parking available 7 a.m. OT 6
p.m. M-F Call (320) 251-8277 for rates
& information.

FOR SALE

WE GOT WHAT YOU NEED!
1,2,3 & 4 bedrooms available call
today for a personal showing. Many
buildings and locations to choose
from. Northern Management (320)
654-8300, www.nomgnt.com/se.

PARKING SPOTS
For rent close to campus. Call (320)
253-1154.

ROOMMATE WANTED
For three bedroom apartment in
new building. (320) 259-9434.

SPRING BREAK 2005
With STS, America’s #1 student tour
operator. Hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts. Info/reservations 1800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

3 EASY GOING GUYS
Looking for a 4th roommate. (320)
259-9434.
2,3,4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
1/2 Block from campus. (320) 2599434.
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES
Available utilities included. Clean
and quiet. (320) 259-9434.
1BDR & 2BDR
Near campus (320) 253-5340.
3&4 BDRM APTS
With new dishwashers, carpeted.
Heat + 70 channels of cable paid.
Call (320) 259-9673.
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EMPLOYMENT

Spring Break 2005

“Junior
Steps”
walking
1.888.Spring
with Break
www.studentcity.com

7th-8th-9th...

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK/MEXICO
From $499. Reps go free. (800) 3664786. www.mazexp.com.

... in our Youth Ministry Program
Wednesday nights 7-8:30 pm
Interested?
Call Wendy 251-3260

MASS: SUNDAYS 9 AM, 11:15 AM, & 8 PM
MASS & EVENTS: 251-3261 OFFICE: 251-3260
http://studentorg.stcloudstate.edu/newman
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Add some used books to your diet.
Shop the biggest selection and save up to 25%.*

>> Limited Time Offer <<

Purchase $100 or more
and receive a coupon for

20

%

off

imprinted clothing and
gift items or accessories*

Get Your Coupon Today!

* Over the cost of new.

